BIG DATA
FOR POLITICAL
INTELLIGENCE

ABOUT NAVELER

Naveler is the ﬁrst platform exclusively designed for the generation of political intelligence from the latest technology in Big
Data and Artiﬁcial Intelligence, with the aim of understanding
and predicting the behavior of public opinion in real time.
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DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS MEAN SUCCESS

STRATEGIC MARKETS

For this reason, Naveler combines the potential of Artiﬁ-

We help governments, companies, and world-leading or-

cial Intelligence algorithms and the latest technology in

ganizations gain deeper and more accurate knowledge

Big Data, recognized and proven internationally, with

through massive data analysis, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, and

consultancy specializing in the socio-political ﬁeld to turn

data scientists to turn this information into Political Inte-

billions of data into actionable intelligence.

lligence.
By combining data scientists and computer engineers
with data analysts and political consultants, Naveler
offers the optimal solution to provide a step change in
political advice.
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EXCLUSIVE POLITICAL TECH
Never before in politics and the public sector have strate-

Big Data Mining billions of pieces of data to ﬁnd insights

gic decisions been made based on Big Data, algorithms

that lead to better decisions.

or Artiﬁcial Intelligence. The combination of data scientists and computer engineers with data analysts and poli-

Artiﬁcial Intelligence Intelligent machines to replace the

tical consultants provides the optimal combination to

role of the traditional political consultant.

take the next quality leap in senior political leadership.
Machine Learning Machine Learning Systems to predict
Applying targeted insights from trillions of pieces of ag-

future behaviors.

gregated data means to govern with greater certainty
and intelligence. It means organisations can better pro-

Natural Language Processing Morphological, gram-

tect their reputation. Naveler is the exclusive solution that

matical and semantic analysis of political messages for

makes it possible.

the automated understanding and interpretation of their
meanings and intentions.
Deep Learning From learning unstructured data to understanding human perception.
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FOUR DIMENSIONS OF SOLUTIONS

PROCESSING
DATA

CLEANSING
DATA

BIG DATA
ANALYSIS

DATA-DRIVEN
CONSULTANCY

Detection, compilation,

Data mining through

Advanced analytics for

Consultancy based on

processing, extraction

veriﬁcation, debugging

understanding percep-

the interpretation of

and access to aggrega-

and comparative

tions, trends or other

data and the concrete-

tion of massive data of

analytics process for

correlations through

ness of real-time ac-

public, socio-economic

the detection of falla-

descriptive and predic-

tions by data scientists

and electoral interest.

cious and/or manipula-

tive analyses.

and specialized politi-

ted content.

cal consultants.
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PROCESSING DATA
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PUBLIC DATA
INTELLIGENCE

PUBLIC AND
EXCLUSIVE DATASETS

ELECTORAL AND POLITICAL
DATASETS

"Permanent knowledge of the func-

"Combining public data with the

"Compilation of voting history and

tioning of the public sphere from

multiple sources of information

opinion studies of each and every

the massive analysis of public data

from which Naveler captures infor-

territorial division and subdivision of

from different sources."

mation, to enrich knowledge about

interest. Understand where we

leaders, parties, topics, territories

come from, to know where we are

and targets of strategic interest.”

going.”
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CLEANSING DATA
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POLITICAL DISINFORMATION

DEEPFAKES DETECTION

"Data Intelligence reports for detailed understanding of

Automatic detection of fake news, poisoning networks

fake spreading strategies and fallacious content manipu-

and manipulation strategies of public opinion using Na-

lation through digital forensic analysis.”

tural Language Processing algorithms.
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BIG DATA ANALYSIS
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POLITICAL BRAND
REPUTATION

PUBLIC OPINION
TRENDS

GEOLOCATED POLITICAL
INTELLIGENCE

"Understanding the reputation of any

"Permanent identiﬁcation of trends and

"Geopolitical intelligence from data ma-

political brand of interest (leaders, gover-

states of opinion through neurolinguistic

pping: election results, brand perception,

nments, public policies, parties and opi-

programming, machine learning and

topics of interest, public opinion behavior

nion trends) based on the comprehensi-

textual recognition"

and strategic goal proﬁling"

MEDIA
INTELLIGENCE

PERCEPTION
ANALYSIS

LEGISLATIVE
INTELLIGENCE

"Automatic detection, monitoring and in-

"Analysis and evaluation of public per-

"Instant information on legislative and

terpretation of media impacts and ins-

ception of any political brand and at the

regulatory activity, and categorization by

tant categorization by relevance, inﬂuen-

level compared by Artiﬁcial Intelligence

sector, thematic, perception and impact

ce and perception among public opi-

and data analysts"

on public opinion"

ve analysis of own, comparative and contextual data"

nion."
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DATA DRIVEN CONSULTANCY
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SOCIOPOLITICAL
DIAGNOSIS

SCENARIOS
DIAGNOSIS

RISK
INTELLIGENCE

"Sociopolitical analysis based on

"Exhaustive analysis of scenarios

"Creation and activation of instant

data interpretation to obtain an ac-

from the study of data, impacts and

alert notiﬁcations and intelligence

curate diagnosis of environments

behaviors through Artiﬁcial Intelli-

reporting for risk analysis, unders-

and scenarios of strategic interest"

gence and human interpretation"

tanding and prevention."
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MEET THE TEAM
We are a team of data scientists and engineers, and specialists in political
consulting. After years of research and experience, we concluded that governments, world-leading organizations and the policy industry were not exploiting the power of algorithms and analytics.
That's why we decided to join our paths to deliver Big Data and Artiﬁcial Intelligence solutions to build successful political strategies.
Infographic or animació amb els conceptes: Big Data Analyst, Data Scientists,
Political Data Analyst, political consultants.
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AWARDS

MEDIA
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BIG DATA
FOR POLITICAL
INTELLIGENCE
Contact:
info@naveler.com
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